Let's Work Together!
Hey there! I am Maristella Bertram.

Organizing is my passion, but I understand if it’s not yours. I am here to help. I invite you to
imagine the many possibilities your home holds.
Many reasons bring clutter and disorganization into our lives. No matter what those reasons
might be, I can show you the way out.
Organization, cleanliness, energy balance, and design are the four dimensions to reclaim your
space. These four dimensions build upon each other to create a home that helps you live your
best life and attain your goals. Organization happens to be the foundation upon which
everything else occurs.
Addressing these four aspects in your space is how you make a home truly and uniquely yours.
A home that is in alignment with you supports your efforts and goals and becomes a true
refuge from the stress of everyday life. You might start seeing life in a different way.
Enjoy the flow, the bliss, and the power that comes with a home that nourishes
and delights you. This is a home you do not want to leave. I invite you to fall in
love with your home again.
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The Moving Guide
Moving is one of the biggest stressors in a person’s life. The lack of certainty about how the
process will evolve is a major contributor to the stress in the process. Answering these questions
might give us a much better idea of how the process will go. It would help us create a plan.

Some Questions That Need Answers
Are you working with a Realtor to sell your home?
Do you rent or own your present home?
Will you contract movers?
Have you considered Home Staging to facilitate the sale?
Do you have a specific date by which you need to be in your new place?
Do you have a place you can move into while making your home market-ready?
Do you have to sell your home before you can purchase the new place?
Does your home need substantial repairs?
Are you driving or flying to your new destination?
Is financing involved in your transaction? What about your buyer?
How to juggle living and functioning in a staged home, while trying to get a headstart on
packing?
Knowing the answers to these questions would make it all easier because you could prepare
specific plans. We are happy to share this Moving Guide with you. From moving timeline,
making your home market-ready, staging tips, and home showing checklist, our Moving Guide
covers it all.
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Moving Schedule
Weeks Prior to Moving Day:
Decide if you will work with a Real Estate Agent and start your search
Decide if working with a Home Stager to increase the value and speed of your home sale
Research moving companies – compare insurance limits, coverage, service levels
Pre-schedule handyman or contractor for work in four weeks - you need them available by then
Review relocation package if you have one - determine expenses paid by your employer
Start a log of moving expenses as some may be tax-deductible
Consider engaging a Professional Organizer to help pair down your belongings and help you
pack logically and professionally

Weeks Prior To Moving Day:
Meet with Real Estate Agent, Organizer, and Stager to make a plan that includes the home
sale process, the purchase of a new home, organizing, repairing, and staging the home to
market, packing up home contents, and living in the home while repairing/painting, packing,
and staging
Have the property analyzed by your Stager or Real Estate Agent to determine needed repairs
and changes to better sell the home
Organize every area of the home for an easier packing experience – purge as much as possible
Have a garage sale to dispose of unwanted items and/or donate unwanted items
Clean out files and file all papers found in the home. Transfer files to banker boxes. Prepare a
special file for documents needed during the next months, including passports, birth
certificates, credit cards, bank-related docs. Prepare another file for the new homeowner with
home equipment and appliance manuals and warranties of those items that come with the
home
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Moving Schedule
Weeks Prior To Moving:
Return library books
Return things borrowed from friends
Collect items you may have loaned out
Make travel bookings/arrangements - Plan route, travel stops, and accommodations
Make arrangements for the shipment of your vehicles if needed (arrangements should be
made beforehand)
Purchase packing supplies such as packing tape, bubble wrap, and boxes

Weeks Prior To Moving Day:
Have your cars serviced
Drain fuel from power mower and other machinery - Pack these items for safe moving or
sell/donate
Dispose of flammables, corrosives, and poisons
Pack your bags with what you would need if going on a two-month trip. Consider academic and
social commitments, what children and pets will need, and the important docs file plus the new
owner's file
Remove curtains, frames, pictures, and art pieces from walls - holes in walls need to be repaired
prior to painting, and curtains are never advised for staging
If you can move out of the house into a temporary place
Move out of the house with family and pets and what was packed as needed for the next
months
Get a storage unit close to home
Pack the rest of the home, place boxes in storage or a designated room (if no storage
available) Place all files in banker boxes in storage as well (except the two special files)
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Moving Schedule
If moving out of the home to a temporary place is not possible
Decide if you and your family can live as guests in the home, only with what you packed as
necessary
Pack up your home, including all kitchen items (order carryout or delivery for the next few
weeks)
Designate a room or two that are not very used or visible to use as storage for all boxes as
you pack

Weeks Prior To Moving Day:
Contract every service needed for necessary repairs/painting or reno (did you pre-schedule
them?)
Shrinkwrap all furniture and accessories that will stay in the home for staging (if using your own
things)

Weeks Prior to Moving Day:
Supervise repair and paintwork in the home to ensure they stay on schedule
Schedule services to clean special areas like fireplace, furnace, windows, oven, a/c system, powerwash patio area, porch, gazebos, decks, front of the house, etc. These services should take place
this week or next
Thoroughly clean appliances that stay with the house and place charcoal in refrigerator/freezer to
dispel odors

Weeks Prior to Moving Day:
Contract “make ready” cleaning service for next week (repairs/painting should be completed)
Contract professional pool cleaning service for next week
Plan to stage the home at the end of next week (book a Home Stager, at least for a consultation)
Book a Real Estate Photographer for the day after staging happens (as Agent or Stager)
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Moving Schedule
Weeks Prior to Moving Day:
All repairs should be completed (or about to be done) by now
Professional cleaning, pool cleaning, staging, and pictures happen this week

Weeks Prior to Moving Day:
It's showtime! Get ready for home showings as the home enters the market
If renting your present home, notify your landlord you will be vacating and arrange for a
property inspection to recoup any deposits owed to you - arrange for professional cleaning
before the inspection
Make arrangements at work for time off needed for the move
Check with your veterinarian for pet records. If your pet is microchipped, notify the chip
company of the new address and phone numbers
Stop shopping online to avoid receiving packages after the move.

Weeks Prior to Moving Day:
Schedule utility disconnection at old residence and connection at the new address on moving
day
Discontinue or transfer mail subscriptions
Notify professional services (doctors, dentist, schools, banks, health club, vet’s office, pet
grooming)
Cancel gym membership and clean out the locker
Cancel safe deposit box at the bank, if applicable, and retrieve contents
Clean out school lockers
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Moving Schedule
Weeks Prior to Moving Day:
Discontinue domestic services (you want lawn and pool services until the last minute)
Check-in with the movers - confirm date and time
Place a stop to mail service and request forward service
Arrange for medication refills and transfer of prescriptions to your new local pharmacy
Ensure to have all of the documents related to the move in your special file

Week Prior To Moving Day:
Review moving itinerary and all pertinent details - confirm reservations of all kind
Pack items needed for the first night in the new house separately – make special box if not
using suitcases and include all currency, jewelry, important documents, electronics, and
medications
Plan-ahead for the special needs of children, seniors, pets, and potted plants prior to, during,
and after the move such as medications, food, care, or entertainment. Have all related items
handy for the trip or caregivers
Hand spare keys over to real estate agent or new owner/tenant
Check closets, cabinets, and rooms to make sure you did not leave anything behind

Moving Day!
Make sure to have cash available
Ensure movers have the new correct address and know how to get there
Exchange cell phone numbers with the driver
Ensure to stop and stretch, eat, and hydrate, especially with seniors, children, and pets
Use the following list to leave important information with the new homeowner – including
keys and garage beepers
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Moving Schedule
Welcome to your new home!

Here is a list of contact information that will make your transition go smoothly.
Should you need to contact us, here is how: __________________________________________
Utility Companies _____________________________________________________________
Garbage Company____________________________________________________________
Lawn Service_________________________________________________________________
Pool Company________________________________________________________________
Neighborhood Gate Code________________________________________________________
Neighborhood Security _________________________________________________________
House Gate Code _____________________________________________________________
House Security Code ___________________________________________________________
Alarm Company ______________________________________________________________
Veterinarian_________________________________________________________________
Emergency Room _____________________________________________________________
Pizza Delivery ________________________________________________________________
Babysitter____________________________________________________________________
Appliance manuals and warranties included here for your convenience
Keys and garage openers are also included
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Moving Schedule
At Your New Home:
Be on hand to accept delivery or authorize an adult to be your representative and to pay
charges
Place a floor plan of your new home by the entrance to help movers determine where each piece
of furniture should go
Check to make sure all utilities are on and working properly
Allow your Professional Organizer to unpack your belongings and stage your new home with
attention to detail and grace. In a matter of a few days, we’ll have your home unpacked and
organized top to bottom, every room, and every corner. You will feel at home in no time
Start setting up the kitchen and the master suite first
Give the kids a job to do - Let them start on their rooms
Supervise moving crew on the location of furniture and boxes
Order new business cards, checks, and address ink stamp
Send Change of Address to / create new accounts with:
Alumni associations
Attorneys
Banks (auto loans, checking accounts, credit cards, mortgage, safe deposit, savings account)
Cell phone provider
Childcare/daycare
City/County Tax Assessor
Department of Motor Vehicles
Employer
Family members and friends
Insurance companies: life, health, fire, auto
Passport
Social Security Administration
State/Federal Tax bureaus and accountant/tax preparer
Utility companies (gas, water, electricity, telephone, fuel, cable, internet)
Veterinarian (pet licenses, vaccination records, tags, etc.)
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There Is An Easier Way
Consider Leaving Home Early
Should you have the opportunity to move into your new place before selling your current home and
to rent small temporary storage nearby, then your moving process does not need to be a nightmare.
Being able to move into a temporary place while your home is being prepared for the market,
advertised, sold, and inspected, is the absolute best scenario. It eliminates the hassle of living
through home repairs and renovations. It simplifies your life since you do not have to be cleaning
and re-staging after yourself and everyone else. Also, an un-habited home is infinitely easier to
stage (even when staging with your own furniture) and the need to organize all your belongings in
the home is eliminated when the house is empty. A staged and clean home that is unoccupied
remains staged and clean.
If you are one of those lucky people that can vacate the home you are selling beforehand, read on!
Following these steps in sequential order will ensure you have a hassle-free moving and home
selling experience.
1. Contract storage space close by
2. Have a Stager analyze the property and submit a report of all repairs and changes needed plus
suggestions for staging (either with your furniture or renting a few pieces for an upgraded look and
styling)
3. Pack what you all need during the next two months. Include everything needed for the kids to
play / study, everything your pets will need, important paper files, and medications. Keep in mind
social, family, academic, and other events coming up in the next three months, and pack
accordingly.
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There Is An Easier Way
4. Move out of the house with what you packed – that is all you will need in the next couple of
months. Get ready to live a simpler life (do not be surprised to find out you actually love it!)
5. Work with a Professional Organizer to determine what you will move and what you prefer to
discard or donate. Organizing prior to a move lessens your load and results in easier, logical
packing and a much simpler unpacking process at the new place. The Organizer can also do most
of the packing and keep a precise inventory of what each one has, plus appropriately label the
boxes.
6. Having moved out of the home with what you will need, you are free to pack everything else in
the home.
7. Ensure everything is out of the house (packed boxes in storage, and donations and trash out of
the property). Leave only those furniture pieces and accessories that will help stage the house (if
using your own furniture). Do remove all curtains and drapes, as well as every frame, art piece or
picture hung on the walls.
8. Shrinkwrap every piece of furniture or accessories to use in staging to protect them before home
repairs start or protect them with plastic as best as you can
9. Contract every service needed to do the repairs/painting, etc.
10. Once repairs are completed, contract a professional “make ready” cleaning service. Do not
forget the pool and special cleaning areas such as the furnace, fireplace, oven, a/c system, powerwashing the porch and patio, windows, etc. You might need to contract a variety of companies or
professionals to have it all done.
11. Once the place is thoroughly clean and staged, only you and/or your Real Estate Agent should
be allowed in the home. It is particularly important that no children or pets are allowed (except for
children of potential buyers during showings).
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There Is An Easier Way
13. Time for professional pictures! Ask your realtor if he/she works with a specific photographer.
Work with a professional photographer specialized in real estate.
14. The house enters the market. Get ready for those home showings! There is hardly anything for
you to do prior to each showing if you had followed this guide step by step.
15. Follow the home showing checklist in the next section of this guide before pictures are taken
and prior to each home showing. The list presumes the house repairs have been completed and the
home is properly staged and thoroughly clean. This is just a checklist to ensure things are done or
kept. If you have been living out of the home and all previous steps were followed, the tasks
described in the checklist are all unnecessary.
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Market-Ready Home
Preparing Your Home For The Market
Before anything else, pay attention to the updates with the biggest returns: make it spacious,
tend to common repairs, freshen the paint, and fix the curb appeal.

Phase I - Repairs & Updates
Properties that have been repaired are more appealing to potential buyers. Here is a list of the
most common repairs to tackle.
worn carpets
leaky faucets
broken garbage disposal
broken screen doors
damaged cabinet doorknobs

broken light switches
running toilets
sticky windows
clogged showerheads

loose doorknobs
slow drains
wall holes and cracks
sticky locks
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Market-Ready Home
Fixtures
Update lighting fixtures – installing new lighting is one of the most economical facelifts to give
any property. Outdated fixtures make the place feel outdated to buyers
Install new light bulbs – ensure the correct wattage for the light fixture and that all light bulbs
in a space match
Repair or update the faucets in the kitchen and bathrooms, including showerheads
Remove all curtains, unless they are neutral-colored panels. No tie-backs, valances, or scarves
Update pulls and knobs in the kitchen and bathrooms – It’s an easy way to update any room
Update lampshades – another easy way to make any space look more contemporary

Windows
Repair broken windows
remove window screens and store them in the garage
Ensure windows slide on tracks easily
Remove window treatments of any kind (the place looks bigger and lighter without window
treatments)

Kitchen
Check doors and cabinets to ensure they open and close smoothly
Tighten knobs and handles on cabinets and drawers
Touch up paint on walls, ceilings, and cabinets
Re-caulk around sinks
Replace missing or broken tiles
Repair/replace the garbage disposal
Update appliances if possible
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Market-Ready Home
Bedrooms
Buy new bedding in neutral tones
Learn to make the bed hotel-style
Use a closet hamper or other way of containing dirty laundry out of direct view

Bathrooms
Check doors and cabinets to ensure they open and close smoothly
Tighten knobs and handles on cabinets and drawers
Touch up paint on walls, ceilings, and cabinets
Re-caulk around sinks
Replace missing or broken tiles
Install new toilets if current ones are old or damaged
Add a piece of art above the toilet or above the towel bar. The bottom of the art should be 6”-8”
above the tank or bar

Paint
Neutral colors are best for selling homes. Neutrals, however, are the hardest colors to work with.
To avoid expensive mistakes in this area, consult a Professional Stager or Color Consultant.

Curb Appeal & Backyard
Maintain regular watering, mowing, edging, and weeding schedule
Add fresh mulch to all beds (pro tip: try using black mulch for an amazing impact)
Repaint front door, if needed (black entry doors automatically make the property look luxurious)
Remove lawn décor and equipment
Tidy front porch/entryway
Add nice outdoor furniture to create an inviting environment
Trim trees or bushes that hide the property
Ensure porch lights work and fixtures are in good condition
Remove dead plants and replace them with seasonal, colorful plants when appropriate
Try some nightlight illumination on the yard for a dramatic effect
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Market-Ready Home
Phase II - Cleaning
Consider hiring a professional to clean your property. Their fees are reasonable and it frees
you to take care of other matters. Hiring a professional ensures the “make ready” clean is just
right.
Schedule the cleaning after repairs are completed
Some of the most important things to ensure during that cleaning:
Deep clean the entire house—baseboards, light fixtures, A/C vents, etc.
Clean all windows both inside and outside
Clean every surface and under furniture.
Air out and clean inside of cabinets in kitchen and bathrooms
Clean all glass and mirrors
Power wash the outside of the house
Check the porch light is free of spiders and cobwebs
Steam clean carpets (if stained, replace)
Sweep walkways
Pick up any trash
Remove cobwebs
Wipe appliances so they shine
Wipe down the tops of the washer and dryer
Vacuum carpets / Replace if stained or worn out
Clean all floors
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Market-Ready Home
Phase III Staging
Whether you work with a Realtor or you do this yourself, staging will play a critical role in the
process. Staging is the preparation of a residential or commercial property for sale in the real estate
market. The primary objective of staging is not to decorate but to make the property appeal to the
greatest number of potential buyers that will pay the highest price possible. Staging will highlight
your home’s positive features while decreasing perceived negatives.
Staging shows buyers the property’s true potential. This is a fundamental process in the home selling
process. Sellers could accomplish this by themselves with the right advice, but staging is best
conducted by professional Home Stagers. Stagers can recommend repairs and upgrades that are
needed to get the property in market-ready condition. Here are some facts to keep in mind about
staging.
Professionally staged properties show better than competing ones for sale, including new
construction homes and higher-priced properties
Staged properties sell faster when compared with properties that have not been staged. Even in
a slow real estate market, professional home staging shortens the time between the listing date
and the closing date.
Buyers view professionally staged properties as well-maintained
Professionally staged listings stand out in prospective buyers’ minds
A market survey conducted with 13K staged home showed that
85% of staged homes sold for 5-23% over list price
Staged homes sell faster, averaging just 23 days on market (and every month it stays on the
market, upkeep costs increase)
Home Stagers provide a professional service that will help you save time, avoid costly mistakes,
reduce your time on the market, and improve your bottom line.
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Top 13 Staging Mistakes
You Didn’t Even Know You Were Making
1. Art hung too high. The center of the art should be about 62” above the floor, which is comfortable
eye level for most people.
2. Area rug too small. The rug should be large enough for at least the front legs of the sofa and
chairs to be on it. That means at least an 8’x10’ for most normal-sized living rooms. 5’x7’ will look
skimpy and bring down the perceived value of the home.
3. Excess of furniture. Always allow at least 36” of walk space.
4. Intense paint colors. Keep it light and neutral. This is not the time to express yourself.
5. A sea of beige. While keeping the walls and floors neutral, add some pops of color with the art
pieces and accessories.
6. Withering plants. The perception is that if you cannot maintain a plant, you probably have not
maintained the HVAC, water heater, and other equipment.
7. Skipping the thorough cleaning. Everything must be white-glove, sparkly, spotless - from the
baseboards to the ceiling fans and everything in between.
8. Showing the home vacant. Buyers spend more time in staged homes. The longer you can get them
to hang around, the more likely they are to make an offer.
9. Allowing pets to remain in the home for showings. Remove every trace of pets, including your furry
friends, themselves. Some buyers will start sneezing just at the sight of a chew toy.
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Top 13 Staging Mistakes
You Didn’t Even Know You Were Making
10. Displaying personal photos, diplomas, and memorabilia. You want buyers to focus on the home,
and not be distracted trying to calculate if you were in the same class as their cousin who
attended your alma mater.
11. De-cluttering by jamming everything into the closets. Storage space is high on your buyer’s list.
If there is not enough room for your stuff, they know there will not be enough room for their stuff.
12. Neglecting the patio area. Outdoor living is trending on the priority lists for today’s buyers.
Create an irresistible stay-cation ambiance.
13. Offering a carpet allowance. Make whatever repairs and updates are needed. Buyers are as
busy as you are and will opt for the hassle-free, move-in-ready dream home.
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Staging Your Home
While Living In It
Show Your Space!
Reduce clutter to help the home look organized and attractive to buyers. Renting a storage
unit to hold extras for a while can be helpful
Remove excess furniture throughout your home to make it feel open and roomy
Hang mirrors to make a narrow room feel wider
Add lights inside closets for a classy touch and to help the closets feel bigger
Remove half the contents of your closets to allow them to look more spacious
Remove clutter from closet floor to tidy it up
Color coordinate and organize clothing in the closet to add impressive flair buyers will love
Remove all small appliances to clear space on kitchen counters and make the area look
bigger

Living Room / Office / Family Room
Put away magazines
Hide remote controls
Turn off computers
Hide any documents with identifying information

Bedrooms
Make all beds (every day)
Pick up and put away all clothes
Put jewelry out of sight
Tuck away personal items

Closets/Pantries
Clear the floors of all closets/pantries as much as possible
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Staging Your Home
While Living In It
Bathrooms
Clear counters as much as possible
Remove rugs from bathrooms
Remove products from shower and counters (even soap)
Make towels look clean and tidy (consider new, white, luxurious towels for showing)
Keep the toilet lid closed
Remove medications from view
Place all personal care items under the sink cabinet in the bathroom (in an organized manner)
Open shower curtain halfway

Laundry Room
Organize all detergents, etc. in cupboards or baskets
Put away clothes and get rid of any empty hangers

Kitchen
Remove all magnets and papers from the refrigerator door and sides
Put dishes away
Keep sink free of dishes
Remove trash cans from view
Put away dish rags, towels, sponges, and soap
Empty and hide all trashcans
Clear counters and tops of cupboards of visual clutter. Leave just a few items like a cookbook on a
stand by the stove, a bowl of red apples on the island, and a fern or floral on the kitchen table
Remove items off the front/side/top of the refrigerator
Grind half a lemon in the disposal

Garage
Make sure there is enough room to park at least one vehicle
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Staging Your Home
While Living In It
Curb Appeal / Yard
Ensure all plants and lawn are in good condition / replace if needed
Add a new simple welcome mat that fits the width of the door
Store all lawn equipment and toys
Make sure grass is trimmed and flowerbeds have been weeded and are well maintained.
Make sure the pool and/or spa are crystal clear

General
Home should be organized, even inside cabinets and closets. These spaces come with the
house and if not properly organized, they give the impression the house lacks proper
storage
Ensure all lights work and match in color
Remove all personal photos, awards, and degrees
Edit shelves - It’s ok to leave some empty space
Remove any extra furniture – highlight that square footage!
Center remaining furniture on the focal point of the room – fireplace or exterior view
Remove any sports memorabilia and religious articles
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Staging Your Home
While Living In It
Phase IV - Pictures
Over 90% of home buyers search for their next home online, professional photographs of your
staged home are basically required to stand out and attract potential buyers. Seriously consider
engaging a professional photographer that specializes in real estate photography.
Ask your Real Estate Agent if he/she works with a specific photographer. If not, find one.
Include a nighttime exterior photo in your home’s listing gallery to help buyers envision coming
home to this house after a night out.
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Home Showing Checklist
Phase V – Home Showing
The following tasks should be completed within two hours of the picture appointment and each
home showing. If you have followed the home preparation guide, most of these tasks will be
already by picture time or when the home needs to be shown.

Lights and Screens
Turn on all lights, including small lamps, under-cabinet lights, and exterior lights (even if at
daytime)
Replace broken and/or mismatching color light bulbs (blue or yellow tones)
Turn off all TVs, computer screens, and projectors
Turn off ceiling fans at least 5 minutes before the beginning of your appointment or showing

Declutter Personal Items
Remove all items from kitchen countertops and islands, including small appliances and
remotes
Clear personal items from table surfaces, mantles, dressers, desks, nightstands
Remove toiletries, appliances, and all items from bathroom counters, tubs, and showers
Clear floors of rugs & mats, including doormats and bathroom mats

Cleanliness
Ensure all glass and mirrors throughout the house are spotless
Wipe counters clean / General dusting
Vacuum all carpets / Mop all floors
Ensure refrigerator and freezer look good (inside and out)
Ensure the front door and porch light fixtures are clean (with working light bulb)
Remove all trashcans and trash from the home
No dirty items in the kitchen sink or dishwasher
Make sure there are no pet, food, or smoke odors - Linen scent is best
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Home Showing Checklist
Styling
Couch pillows should be appropriately placed and fluffed
All beds made and properly accessorized
Remove dishcloth from kitchen
Leave shower curtains halfway open / Remove all bath rugs / All toilet lids down
Add new toilet paper roll in every bathroom
Close doors to all cabinets and closets / open doors to all rooms
Put away any mail or newspapers, magazines, flyers, etc.
Light the fireplace, if appropriate
Set up the thermostat to 75 degrees
Ensure house alarm is off
Place fresh flowers on the dining table and/or the coffee table in the living room (use clear glass
vases)
If windows have shades, take them down, in the open position. If windows have drapes, open these
completely
If windows still have screens on, remove these and collect them in the garage
Disconnect and remove from the home all electronics with cables
Ensure no clothes are left hanging from hooks or racks in the laundry room or any door anywhere
in the house
Ensure no clothes are left in the washer, dryer, or basket in the laundry room
Put on soft classical music at low volume

Pets
Remove all pets and their equipment (including bedding) from home

Curb Appeal
Move vehicles out of sight (park them down the street)
Clear the lawn of leaves and debris
Remove yard signs and décor elements
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Home Showing Checklist
Outdoor Details
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pool should be clean with no leaves
Remove swing sets and exercise equipment
Arrange outdoor furniture - If there is a patio umbrella open it (discard if not in good shape)
Put away water hoses, toys, cleaning supplies, recycle bins, etc.
Remove miscellaneous outdoor items
Clean (preferably, power wash) driveways & paths
Remove or minimize window and pool screens, if possible
Dust entry mat
Sweep/remove leaves and other items in patio areas
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New Home Essentials

What Makes The New Place Your Home

Kitchen
Dinner plates (set of 8 -12)
Dressing jars (oil/vinegar) for serving at the table
Salad plates (set of 8 -12)
Gravy boat
Bowls (set of 8 -12) Replacement for wine corks
Wine glasses - set per wine type
Set of butter dish, sugar bowl, creamer
Water glasses (set of 8 -12) Wine rack
Mugs (set of 4-8) Set of steak knives
Silverware(set of 8 -12) + serving utensils of the set
Kids lunchboxes & food containers
Serving dishes (2)
Artwork on walls
Serving bowls (2)
Window treatments
Salad bowl
Plant or fresh flowers
Coasters (set of 8 -12)
System for spices
Oven mittens & oven pads (pair of each)
Apron (& hook on pantry wall or door)
Trivets (2-3)
Cooking tools in canister saves drawer space
Dish drying cloths (6)
Knife block saves drawer space
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Kitchen (continued)
Pantry organization system (containers for, powders, cereal, pasta, etc. )
Oven molds (as needed)
Cutting boards (2-3)
Coffee maker/teapot & accessories
Toaster or toaster oven, blender, slow cooker, food processor, mini grill
Strainers (2 sizes)
Baster and buttering brush
Measuring cups for liquid and for solid
Measuring spoons
Kitchen scissors
Peeler
Pizza cutter
Grater
Tongs
Whisk
Ice cream spoon
Cooking spoons, flippers & spatulas (1-2 of each kind)
Cooking knives
Bottle opener (for caps & corks) & can opener
Food thermometer
Containers for meds (2) (ingestible meds/supplements go in the kitchen)
Utility drawer with stapler, tape, paper, tape measure, screwdriver, lighter, flashlight, scissors
Install under-cabinet lights
Stove, oven, and dish cleaning products in the cabinet under the sink
Step stool (collapsible)
Fire extinguisher
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Dining Area
Dining table
Window treatments
Dining chairs
Artwork/pictures on walls
tablecloth and/or placemats (store in an adjacent drawer to this area when not in use)
Napkin rings
cloth napkins (store in an adjacent drawer to this area when not in use)
Ddécor accessories for flat surfaces
Floor plant

Living Area/Family Room
Coffee table
Window treatments
Accent table(s)
Artwork/pictures on walls
Chairs (2-4)
Floor plant
Table lamps
Couch/loveseat
Throw pillows for the couch
Credenza for books or other things that should go in the space
Audiovisual equipment (TV watching and movies)
Mini flashlight
Floor lamp
Extinguisher
Trashcan
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Home Office Area
Filing cabinet
Hanging files
Desk lamp or directional light of choice
Drawer dividers for desk drawers
Office supplies
Credenza for books, yearbooks, and photo albums (collect them all here)
Computer
Printer / scanner
Desk & Chair
Mini flashlight
Extinguisher
Trashcan

Master Bedroom
Dresser
Blackout shades
Jewelry storage solution (stackable trays are the best - could be in closet if space available
Window treatments
Alarm / clock / radio / dock / Alexa
Artwork/pictures
Armchair, small table & floor lamp for reading nook (if space available)
Plant
Bed frame & headboard
Mirror over dresser or whole-body mirror on the wall or resting on the floor
Sets of sheets (2, each with 4 pillowcases per set)
Bedding set (with 2 sham covers)
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Master Closet
Space-saving matching hangers and clips (to transform some into skirt/short hangers)
Install appropriate lighting
System for shoes Ottoman, bench, or chair
Belt, tie, and scarf hangers Storage solutions to maximize space
Sweater boxes
"Warm & Fuzzy" box (to place all special, personal memories)

Master Bathroom
Counter set of toothbrush, soap, Kleenex, Q-Tip/cotton Window treatments
Bathroom Basket(s) to corral toiletries on sink counter (one per person)
Artwork/pictures
Hand towel rings (2) & bath towel bars (2)
Shower corner caddy
Plunger in a caddy that complements bathroom décor (will stay next to the toilet)
"Clean Shower" bottle in the shower (use every day after shower)
Clorox cleaning caddy for toilet (will stay next to the toilet)
Under-sink cabinet storage solutions
Cabinet door hair styling tool holder
Bath towels (4)& hand towels (4) (2 in use and 2 Xtra in linen closet)
Install recessed light in the shower if missing
Install shower rod if missing and bathtub/shower combo
Shower curtain and hooks
Rug(s) (not around the toilet!)
Topical medication and equipment should go in the bathroom
Install cabinet over the toilet (for toilet paper, tissue, feminine products)
Hamper(s) – 1 per person using the space
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Additional Bedrooms (in use)
Alarm/clock/radio/dock/Alexa
Sets of sheets (2, each with 4 pillowcases per set)
Jewelry organizer
Mattress cover/protector
6 Pillows (2 for sham covers)
Pillow covers/protectors – (4)
Comforter set with 2 sham covers
Throw pillows (décor)
Bed frame & headboard
Dresser
Nightstands(s)
Table lamp for each nightstand
Mirror over the dresser or full body mirror on the wall, resting on the floor or installed behind
the door
Mini flashlight
Trashcan
Hamper (one per person in the room)

Closets of Additional Bedrooms (in use)
Space-saving hangers and clips to convert some into skirt/short hangers
Install light if missing
System for shoes
Storage solutions if needed to maximize space
Sweater Boxes
Belt, tie, and scarf hangers
Warm & fuzzy box (memory box)
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Additional Bathrooms (in use)
Bath towels (4) & hand towels (4) (2 in use and 2 more in linen closet)
Window treatments
Hand towel rings (2) & bath towel bars (2) Artwork/pictures
Shower corner caddy
"Clean Shower" bottle in the shower
Basket to corral toiletries on the sink counter
Install recessed light in the shower if missing
Install shower curtain rod (if missing and needed)
Shower curtain and hooks (if shower not enclosed)
Rug(s) (not around the toilet!)
Set of holders: toothbrush, soap, Kleenex, Q-Tip/cotton
Plunger in a caddy that complements bathroom décor
Clorox cleaning caddy for toilet
Under sink cabinet storage solutions
Cabinet over the toilet (for toilet paper, tissue, feminine products)
Over cabinet door hair styling tools holder
Mini flashlight
Fire extinguisher
Trashcan

Laundry Area
Vacuum cleaner
Window treatments (if window present)
Cleaning products caddy (with products to clean other areas, ready to go)
Wall décor
The totality of cleaning products that are not related to the kitchen
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Laundry Area
Ironing board & iron
Wall hook for ironing board & iron
Washing machine and dryer
2-3 laundry baskets (to be kept empty in the space for laundry day)
Install white, bright light in this area
Plastic bag dispenser mounted on the wall (like the Simple Human brand)
Bin for lightbulbs (without packaging)
Bin for batteries (without packaging)
Bin for electrical items (extensions, multi plugs, etc. for inside the home)
Bin for electronics (iPhone, iPad, headphones, accessories not in use)
Bin for miscellaneous items (see list of these at the end of documents)
Install paper towel holder on the wall
Install cleaning tool holder on the wall (I recommend "Casabella" 19 in. from The Container Store)
Step stool
Mini flashlight
Fire Extinguisher
Trashcan (8 - 13 gal. with liner)

Linen Closet
Install lighting system if needed
Mini flashlight
Extra set of sheets & towels for each bedroom & bathroom (just 1 set of ea.)
Fire extinguisher
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Coat Closet
Install light if needed Install lighting system if not present
Bin with winter accessories
Wooden hangers (5-8, matching!)
Heavier coats and jackets (if not kept in bedroom closets)
Bins with lids for winter accessories (place on an upper shelf, if not kept in bedroom closets)

Game Room/Movie theater
Couch or love seat
Blackout shades
Chairs/recliners
Window treatments
Table lamp(s)
Artwork/pictures
End table(s)
Armchair and a small table with a floor lamp for a reading area
Ottomans (preferably with storage space)
Coffee table
Storage furniture for games and toys
Audiovisual equipment (for games and movies)
Trashcan
Mini flashlight
Fire extinguisher
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Guest Bedroom
Sets of sheets (2, each with 4 pillowcases per set - beige, sand or white colors)
Mattress cover/protector
Pillow covers/protectors (4)
Mattress
Hamper
Matching hangers (15-20)
Bed frame and headboard
Comforter and shams set
Pillows (6, 2 for shams)
Throw pillows (décor)
Nightstands (2)
Lamps for nightstands
Dresser or armoire
Mirror over a dresser or full body mirror on the wall, behind a door, or resting on the floor
Armchair, small table, and a table lamp or floor lamp (to create a reading nook)
Trashcan
Mini flashlight
Fire extinguisher

Guest Bathroom
Bath towels (4)& hand towels (4) - 2 in use and 2 additional in the linen closet (beige, sand, or white)
Rug (s) (not around the toilet!)
bathroom counter set for the toothbrush, soap, Kleenex, Q-Tip/cotton
Install shower curtain rod if missing and needed
Shower curtain and hooks (if shower/bathtub combo)
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Guest Bathroom
Soap bar in shower
"Clean Shower" bottle in the shower
Bath salts/candles in the tub (decorative)
Travel size toothbrush, paste, comb, soap, deodorant, shampoo, conditioner
Corner caddy for the shower
Install enclosed cabinet over the toilet (for toilet paper, tissue, feminine products)
Install a light in the shower if missing
Plunger in a caddy that complements bathroom décor (will stay next to the toilet)
Clorox toilet caddy (will stay next to the toilet)
Trashcan
Mini flashlight

Garage
Shelving system (metal - Gladiator highly recommended)
Big tubs of solid color to fit shelving unit(s)
Toolbox with a standard set of tools (and additional tools mentioned in "miscellaneous"
Basic ladder or large step stool
Trashcan
Install tool holder on the wall
Recycling and Trash bins provided by your city
Standard flashlight
Fire extinguisher
Install white, bright light in this area
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Laundry Room Cleaning Products
Swiffer dusters
Swiffer wet system
Swiffer tool
Glass cleaner
Pail
Squeegee
Dryer balls or dryer sheets
Laundry detergent
Pre-wash treatment for stains in clothes
Clorox all-purpose cleaner / Clorox wipes
Clorox toilet wand kit refills
Gloves
Microfiber rags

Kitchen Under-Sink Cabinet Cleaning Products
Dishwasher detergent packs for dishwasher
Dishwashing liquid
Cleaning brush
Sponges with a scrubbing side
Microfiber rags
Gloves (disposable or heavy-duty)
13 gal. trash bags
8 gal. trash bags
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Medication
Ingestible medication should be stored in the kitchen
Allergy pills
Children’s congestion/coughing medicine (if applicable)
Indigestion meds
Analgesic

Topical medication and equipment is better stored in the bathroom
Alcohol
Cotton
Gauze
Thermometer
Essential
Heating pad and ice bag or Hot/cold gel pad
Antibacterial ointment or cream
Cortisone cream
Epson Salt
Saline solution
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Miscellaneous Items That Go In The Laundry Room Or Linen Closet
Assorted batteries (place in a single bin, without packaging)
Assorted lightbulbs (place in a single bin without packaging)
Multiplug electrical outlet(s) (place in a single bin)
Mailing tape
Tape
Matches / Lighters
Frame hooks & mounting supplies
Glue
Plug-in nightlights
Flashlights (pack of 10 mini one per area or room)

Items That Go In The Toolbox In The Garage
Hammer
Screwdriver
Pliers
Multipurpose scissors

Kitchen Paper Products - Assign Shelf in Pantry or Place in Basket on Pantry Floor
Paper cups and plates
Napkins
Paper towel
Foil paper
Ziplock bags (3 sizes)
Straws
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